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Logic of the Business Innovation Facility:
The rationale for donor support to inclusive businesses
via the Business Innovation Facility.
This document explains the logic behind development funds being spent in support of
inclusive business.
Inclusive business (IB) is profitable, core business activity that also expands opportunities
for people at the base of the economical pyramid (BoP): either as producers, suppliers,
employees, distributors, or as consumers of affordable goods and services. It offers the
potential to scale up commercial solutions to development challenges. That is why is it
of interest to development practitioners as well as business.
BIF-supported Universal Industries, Malawi

“Besides the excellent work and insight the Department
for International Development (DFID) BIF team has
brought to the project, the engagement of DFID BIF
has also been important because of the credibility it
has created, both internally and externally.”
Feedback from BIF-supported company

Inclusive Business Spotlights shed light on
specific topics concerned with the development
of inclusive business. They are generated from
the project and advisory work of the Business
Innovation Facility and Innovations Against Poverty.

How is inclusive business good for development?
Step 1: direct business impacts at the BoP
BoP = people at the base of the pyramid
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Inclusive
businesses directly engage and benefit people at the ‘base of the pyramid’ (BoP). Because

the pro-poor opportunity is also a business opportunity, it can grow, evolve, and adapt in new
markets. With the right creative drive and commercial impetus, and without on-going subsidy, an
inclusive business can benefit thousands or millions of disadvantaged people, year on year.

How is inclusive business good for development?
Step 2: knock-on impacts
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A successful business will directly
reach people at the base of the
pyramid, but when other replicate,
adapt and adopt the business
model, the number of beneficiaries
increases even further. Inclusive
businesses can create additional
positive affects on development
by catalysing ‘systemic change’
such as changes in market norms
or regulation. These may affect
how other actors invest in the
base of the pyramid, the quality of
provision, or affect the speed and
direction of the sector as a whole.

So is there a problem?
Barriers and unsustainable models
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Barriers to success, including:
High set up costs
Risks and uncertainty
Takes more time than business as usual
Lack of investor/finance
Lack of partners
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Companies face a number of
challenges as they progress from
initial ideas to scaled solutions.
These range from a lack of
information on potential markets,
to a lack of internal skills or
external partnerships for successful
implementation. Or just the plain
fact that strong revenue and
growth models in this market
take trial, error and innovation.
The net result is high risk, lack of
investment and slow progress. If
the business model is not right, the
venture ultimately stalls.

So how does the Business Innovation
Facility help? Part 1
BIF INPUT
Tackle bottlenecks
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Business Innovation Facility (BIF) input aims to help tackle bottlenecks, whether
the gap is in market information about consumers, sourcing arrangements
with producers, or scenario analysis for investors. It helps companies to develop
business models that are sound, thus more investible, and ultimately more
sustainable and scalable.
If the bottleneck is a lack of expertise or finance, BIF input can tackle this. Often
however, the gap is simply lack of a robust business plan. Tackling this then unlocks
the right finance, partnerships and path forward, towards profit and expansion.
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So how does the Business Innovation
Facility help? Part 2 Exchange of Knowledge
BIF INPUT
Tackle bottlenecks
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BIF adds further momentum to inclusive business development by exchanging knowledge
about inclusive business. This improves design of IB models, reduces transaction costs of
innovation, builds wider commitment, and encourages further adoption of IB. The aim is
to reap wider value addition from BIF inputs and BIF-supported projects amongst a much
wider audience for a relatively small extra cost.

Systemic
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Business Innovation Facility progress to
December 2013
Signs of others
learning about
models to adapt
them across
sectors and
countries. Part of
tangible increased
interest in IB.

BIF INPUT: Tackle bottlenecks1
BIF has supported 40 long
projects and over 400 companies
in total in 5 countries.
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BIF KE has reached around 80,000
practitioners in 191countries.
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93% of
companies
report BIF
added value
to their
business.2

Effective
Inclusive
Business
models in
operation
80% of BIFsupported
companies are
progressing,
20% are
stalled or
cancelled.1

More
capacity and
commitment
with the
company
High commitment
sustained in 90%
of projects.2, 3

Significant delivery
Appears on track but results are early and only indicative so far
1

Uptake of
Inclusive Business
(IB) by others

Knowledge exchange (KE)

Results for each component of the logic chain are shown. This does not mean they are
caused by BIF input. Attribution is discussed separately.
2
Based on 40 long projects only. Not available for short projects.
3
Most had high commitment initially, as a prerequisite to get through Selection Committee.
Thus the measure of success is that it is sustained, not increased.
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Around 3/4 are
yet to achieve
profitability. Initial
commercial gains
on main strategic
drivers perceived
by around 50%.
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Benefits to
the BoP
BoP reach is
around 80,000 to
date. Companies
target over 5.7mn
households.
“Realistic estimate”
is around 3.6mn
households in
2-4 years.

Expanding but
not yet at scale.2
33% progressing
slowly, 43%
progressing
well, 5%
already
flourishing.

Systemic
changes
Multiple types
of potential
catalytic changes
are evident.

This final version of the
logic chain shows the
overall progress of the
Business Innovation Facility
– as it stands at the end of
the three and a half year
pilot. So far we are able
to say that the initial steps
in the chain show good
sign of delivery – taking
into account that a share
of business failures was
expected because there was
an explicit appetite for risk.
Achievements further along
the value chain remain to
be delivered, although a
foundation is clearly there.

Additional Resources
Further information on the Business Innovation Facility and the companies supported from 2010-2013 can
be found on:
www.businessinnovationfacility.org
Other related publications include:
Spotlight: Ingredients and results of inclusive business: Findings from the Business Innovation Facility pilot
http://bit.ly/FindingsSpotlight

SPOTLIGH
T
Business

Snapshot: Review of the Business Innovation Facility Project Portfolio: Results and
trajectories of inclusive businesses at the end of a three year pilot
http://bit.ly/ReviewSnapshot

Review of the Business Innovation Facility portfolio: assessing results and
trajectories of inclusive business (full Portfolio Review)
http://bit.ly/Portfolioreview2013
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For further information on the Business Innovation Facility projects and to access other publications, go to:

Practitioner Hub on Inclusive Business: www.businessinnovationfacility.org
Contact: Caroline Ashley, Director, Inclusive Business Results: caroline@carolineashley.net

We welcome feedback on our publications – please contact us at enquiries@businessinnovationfacility.org

This Spotlight was created by Caroline Ashley,
Business Innovation Facility.

The Business Innovation Facility (BIF) is a pilot project funded by the
UK Department for International Development (DFID). It is managed for
DFID by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP in alliance with the International
Business Leaders Forum and Accenture Development Partnerships. It
works in collaboration with Imani Development, Intellecap, Renaissance
Consultants Ltd, The Convention on Business Integrity and Challenges
Worldwide. The views presented in this publication are those of the
author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of BIF, its managers,
funders or project partners and does not constitute professional advice.

